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An Open Letter to the WPI Community 
From 13 Seniors 
we SE'ntors approach graduation. we have come to acquire a con· 
amount of academic knowledge. There is another vital area 
our education has progressed. We are sure: that most would agree 
1 major portion of a student's education takes place outside of the 
It involves his mteraction with members of the WPI com· 
• not only other students, but starr, faculty and administrators as 
It mvolves lhe particapation m what most catalogs advertise as 
curr1cular activities"; concerts, mtllers, recitals, parties, sports, 
societies and student organizations and clubs, just to mention a 
For some, il mvolves the organizational responsibiJJties required to 
so many of these student centered activities. We are some of 
. We are responsible for the big social weekends, the Class of 
for the operation of many clubs, the student government, 
hearing board, the t.F.C. and several other bodies. We are those 
just beginning to grasp the nat w-e of this institution, its business 
, its power structure, its services: and the sources of support for 
vors, as well as the sources of bureaucratic doubletalk and non· 
ion which only serves Ul make ow- efforts more difficult. We are 
have come to team the paths through that bureaucracy and can 
dascover ways to overcome the numerous roadblocks which 
to be set before us in spite of the good intentions of some of this 
admmislrators. We have also come to learn some of the little 
facts and college policies which, for some unexplained reason, fail 
'vulged to the student body. We would like to share some of these 
you. the underclasses of WPI in the hope that your struggles will be 
easter th3n those which we have faced. 
first department that you should bewtJre of it that of Buildings and 
We don't claim that all its members are less than sensatlve to 
of the students. but here are the facts. Did you ever wonder why 
nearly impossible for any student organl1.8tion to break even on a 
event? Here is a copy of the bill from the Class of '76's most recent 
IT WAS TYPICAL! 
$511110 
$:10.110 
$6(l.!i0 
$52 .25 
192 .75 
C 11 hrs. at $5.50 per hr.) 
(9'~ hrs. at $5.50 per hr.> 
Let us consader these matters point by point. HALL RENTAL - $50.00. 
as tandard operating policy for the rental of Alden Memorial. The 
thmg we can't fig\D'e out is, why there is a rental fee at all? 
·ally when it was being put on by a WPI organization . If an ad· 
fee were not charged by the class, then there would be no rental 
at all. The rationale being that if you are charging admission, then 
should be able to afford a rental fee. We cannot accept this. A class 
makes a profit at such an event, and it is imperative that an ad· 
fee be imposed in order to pay for the band and beer, Cnot to 
the services) . Why sho'.Jldn't the classes run these events to 
money? Arter aU, how else can they acquire adequate funds to 
a class gift. Perhaps Buildings and Grounds would prefer that the 
class gifts be a receipt in the business office for services rendered 
such concert. We think that lacks aesthetic purpose. 
n•t:a. SllR('IIARGE- $30.00. 1his is added on to defray some or the 
of fuel oil which have increased during the energy crisis . It is in-
ng to note that Alden Memorial is not even heated above 58 decrees 
If there as to be a surcharge, then why not charge it to those who at 
reap the benefit or the heat. Perhaps if the students had better ex· 
when they were on campus, they might contribute more to the 
fund drive, which has traditionally yielded only S2.7 per cent 
participation. 
nsTomANS - $60.50 c 11 hrs. at $5.50 per hr. With the exception of 
.... ,,~~on lights and unlocking a few doors. the custodians don't perfonn 
Wttil the end of the mixer when there is cleaning up to do. As 
• we can't rationalize more than the 4 hours required by their 
..,.111111111• ~ contract, especially when there are students who help on cleaning 
'l!KITY - $52.25 C9'z hrs. at $5.50 per hrl . The class put in a request 
one security man for 5 hours. There as seldom a need for more 
, even If trouble did arise, the security office is just across West 
During this particular mixer, the requested policeman arrived 
f hour early. That's fine. However, that same night, there was a 
taking place in the gym sponsored by the athletic association. It 
two security personnel for 4 hours. They finished their duties 
nly 2 hours and their contract again guaranteed 4 hours mmimum, 
were assigned to the mixer for the remaining 2 hours even though 
of '76 did not request them. What's more, the Athletic 
tion was charged for the full 4 hours or their time and the Class of 
also charged for the 2 hours that they spent at the mixer thus 
ml( in the 9' ': hours listed on the bill - an over charge of $22.00! 
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liming Hall, here's some food for thought. Did you 
know that a ~ood percentage of the money that you 
11ay for Uoard each year goes toward the amor· 
li7.ation of both Morgan and Daniels Hall? In our 
npm1on. it's one thing to do that, but it's another thing 
t•ntirely to deceive the student body in this manner. 
If any ot you have ever eaten m the snack bar, we 
wnuld like to make the following suggestion . The next 
time you stop at Friendly's, check their prices 
compared to ours. In most cases, you will find that 
they are the same or in a few instances even lower 
than at Riley! Now compare the two establishments. 
At Friendly's, they have an e normous overhead to 
defray the cost or their equipment. lease on the 
property. the salaries or the seven or eight waitresses 
:md to lop it off the atmosphere is much more 
aesthetically pleasing and the service is better. At 
Hiley, you must push through the crowds to eat food 
wh1ch ts allegedly or the same quality of that 
t•stablishment. And Friendly's attempts to operate at 
a profit. not break-even as our snack bar does . How 
t·an the nack bar justify their high prices? The an· 
~>wcr IS of course. that Friendly's is serving a greater 
number of people and can save on volume buying. 
P<•rhaps if some steps were taken to improve our 
place. one might see an increase in business, 
t•specially from faculty. Oh yes. the next time you 
slop at Holy Cross or Assumption, check their prices. 
We don't think you'll be pleasantly surprised. 
l)nor to Planning Day, a few people sat down and 
sa1d .. We aren't really communicating around here, 
lei's have a Plannmg Day." Well we had a Planning 
Uay and in t'ach group we heard lbe same thing, 
" There just 1sn't any student-faculty interaction on 
l'ampus." We'd like to ask where is there a place 
where such mteraction can take place? The Pub you 
say'! We reel that it is suffering from the same cancer 
that as infecting the snack bar. And what's worse, it is 
destined to remain in Riley until at least 1976 when 
t·unstruction IS scheduled to begin on a new complex 
m the old storage room in the basement of Daniel's 
lhlll Jt'thefundsare available! What•s wrong with 
Hamel's Commons in the Riley Basement? We feel 
1t's the only Collegiate·loolung room we have on 
campus . What IS that destined for'! The plans are to 
move the Offices of Student Affairs and Placement 
clown there in order that they be "closer to the 
students"! That's at least 2 more years delay on the 
t•ampus center that everyone felt an urgent need for 
nn Planning Day. 
W c know of some students who decided that 2 years 
was too long to wail. As a result, they took the 
mitiative and invited some faculty to lunch with them 
at Mnrgan Dining Hall. When they asked if the food 
scrvtce could contribute the faculty member's meal, 
a total cost of $2.00, <It only C08ts $1.50 an the faculty 
chnmg room and the food is much better), they were 
told no. Fortunately one of tbem was informed 
t•nough to approach Dean Grogan's office with the 
problt'm and Grogan took the meal out of his own 
hud~el So we go on, not communicating. 
We have an elaborate student-faculty committee 
system on campus and supposedly they are to provide 
mput to initiate change. One such commattee, that on 
Student Ltfe. was charged with the responsibility of 
making dec1sions on the greening of the campus. One 
nf thc1r recommcndahons was to expand the Atwater 
Kent and Goddard Hall parking lots and to add a 
lew places behmd Olin Hall. They decided that it 
would not be a good idea to expand the Gordon 
Library lot. Yet this past week we have witnessed 
!i<'veral hundred more square yards of our treened 
(•ampus fall victim to the growling jaws or the bull-
dozers and graders. Yet, we keep on not com· 
municating. 
As an IQP Project. one student last year performed 
an m-depth analys1s of the school's fire protection 
systems in order to determine how well they com· 
plied with OSHA standards. He found some tevere 
dcfriciencies. especially tn Sanford Riley Hall. A copy 
nf the report and his recommendations were sub-
mitted ovf'r onf' yf'ar ago to several persons from the 
B&G office to the Office of the President, and not a 
single thing has been done to improve the firetrap. 
The next time you hear the fire alarm in Riley, you'd 
hctter move quickly. Yet, we keep on not com· 
municating. 
Thas is turning tnto a rather lenlthy letter and 
we've yet to but scratch the surface. In our opinion. 
the students on WPI's campus are effectively nothing 
more than second class citizens. This is in spite of 
some of the noble efforts on the part of some Boynton 
llall administrators. and because of some other 
Unynton inhabitants. We feel most sincere in what we 
say and we further feel that we have a right to say It 
because we are among those who have attempted to 
put as much as possible into these past four years at 
WPI tn order to make this a better place to go to 
school. The "Tute" has been quite good to ua though, 
and for that we are thankful, but we cannot accept the 
way the college as. and some of the ways in which it is 
1-.eing run . There are so many crying needs, yet 10 
much blatant waste and bureaucracy. We believe 
that WPI is one of the few engineering schools in the 
world that is really trying to be innovative and we feel 
that its' objectives are both vital and noble. Yet, we 
are cursed with less than Innovative administrators, 
hack·stabbing politics. kingdom building, and cases 
or people working acainst each other. This in· 
shtulion's growing pains are intense right now, and 
we are not at all sure that even our lofty goats and 
high philosophies wall get us through. Brown 
University, which possessed an innovative program 
s1m1lar to ours, just this year threw in the towel and 
retreated to a more conservative and rigid pJ"'Oram. 
We want very much to insure that WPI not suffer a 
similar fate. 
As a result of all of this, and mucb more which we 
could not detail in this brief letter; we as individuals 
have decided that we simply cannot justify in our 
mmds, making .. y centriiHata.a to tlte ceeeral WPI 
,\ lumnl t'und when we araduate this June 2nd. In-
stead, we shall submit only rutrkted c:eatri .. Uou 
and strongly urge all or you who are concerned about 
what you have read in this letter to do the same. 
Specifically state what you would like yow- money to 
he used for be it toward a student-faculty campus 
t·enter, the crew team, M.E. project fund, library, 
student scholarships or any other need that yoa 
perceive as being important. This is one of the surest 
ways to help formulate school policy even as an 
alumnus . We have just not seen it demonstrated that 
those who administrate the school policies have a 
~ood perception of how to best use those funds in • 
manner which meets with the needs of the student 
hody or the WPI Community. We feel it's about time 
that someone indicated the urgency of tHe situation. 
continued on pg. 2 
~--------------------------------, 
To print a 100d p•per 
•• need a good staH! 
; Compare that to theorigmal $192.75!!! This results Conur.atulatz·ons, 0 ~·I'IIDIDftiXImately a 280 per cent OVf:RCfiARGE!! In e . ' 
~ y, the $67.00 figure is probably closer to what Can rou help1 
~ · t'vcntually will pay weeks of negotiating. As we 
already mentioned, this example ts not at all 
t•al What we can't understand as why a student JP W.a S Grea f.1 
should have to plead and negotiate lo have 
outrageous charges re-adjusted. The truth of 
matter 1s, that the Department of Buildings and 
has collected much money m such unethical 
•u''"'""" from unsuspectmg and unquestioning A Few Who Attended. 
s Hcware. and check your bills carefully!! 
1s unl) the hegannmg. To tnose of you who 
a 111 nhout the quality of food . erved m Morgan 
. Watch for notice of 
lewspeak or,anizational 
leetin1 (or contact us lOW). 
I 
Pa • -2 WPI Newspeak Tuesday, April 30; 19 luEt 
--~----------------------------------------------------._ ______________________________________________ ___ 
Editorial 
As we approach the end of anothf'r school year,lt is only natural that 
~e look back m retrospect over the events of the year. There were good 
tames, there ~ere bad tames. It seems that the good times are the only 
ones whach will be remembered in the future, yet the bad times are 
foremost in our thoughts at present . 1t iJ perhaps this fact which 
motivated a group of seniors to look at the school and its workings and to 
bring forth their cirticiams of parts of the system and recommendations 
for ita improvement. One such aspect is the matter of the school PUB: 
they express the views of many students by preferring the PUB 
rema1ning where it is, and hopefulJy expanding into Daniels Commons. 
The placement of the PUB, however, is actually only a part of the overall 
picture of student social life on campus. More important than the 
situation of the PUB. however, is the expressed need for some suitable 
gatheriJlc place for faculty and students alike. It would appear to be "in 
the spirit of the plan" to have a greater interaction between professor and 
student, between the studying, educational world and the social world of 
men. At the moment, we have only the be&innings of a place for such 
interactions to take place; if we are to become true social beings rather 
than the typi(ied dumb enameer with only a concern for his numbers, 
such a location iJ a must. 
It's Not the Pub That Makes the Plac 
It's the Place That Makes the Pub 
t-:arher thas year, a" you know. 
lhc former senior pub was ex· 
panded upstaars and opened to the 
t•ntire !itudent body. However. the 
uddation or 6 taps and a walk in 
t·ooler does make much or a con· 
1r1butaon to the atmosphere a pub 
1s uppo;,ed to have. The primary 
reason for the continued 
d1lapitataon of this area lies with 
lhe fact that administrative 
planning calls for a relocation at 
some further pointm time. I fail to 
see wh) its present location canoot 
he expanded to encompass the 
large room outside the pub and 
have this area remain the per-
manent location for the pub. 
Preliminary plans are bemg drawn 
up by myself which include 
panl•hn~ lnr the pub. carpeting and 
''" <·nlarged har. smce the snack 
har w1ll not he an Riley Hall next 
) Car. In the area outside the pub 
we have plans for a stage and a 
dance noor as well as comfortable 
seating so we could have nightclub 
and coffeehouse activities on 
~cekends 111 maybe a couple of 
clays durmg the week, samilar to 
~hat Anna Maria does. The people 
here at W.P. I. would have a nice 
JlUb type atmosphere in the only 
place on this campus that has a 
t•hance at having an atmosphere. 
The benefits for retaining the pub 
where at is are both financial and 
psychological. The administration 
would be building a bridge or 
communication for all who live and 
"urk rather than a new w 
t•nclo. e them Psychologacan, 
pr~<'nt pub area has a lot or 
and hC'ntage 1n the structll't 
lhC' )ooludent body could stop 
nang around looking for the 
11s pieces and fmally get toa 
Nt•w hu1idings and renovat' 
J!ood. hut t·very year we come 
lo a new campus. Everytlt 
nwved so much that pretty 
may not even be able 1o 
student aCCiars. If we renov 
pub area and expand it: 
knows. we just might have 
W.P.I. community we've 
much about. 
Similar arguments can be given for all of the other criticisma and 
recommendations the senior have set forth . Realizing that such problems 
exist is the first step towards finding their solutlona. For this we must 
thank these seniors. But in three weeks they wiU have completed their 
classes here, and in five weeks they will have graduated; they wUl no 
longer be around to stimulate our interest and lead the way. Rather it is 
up to the rest of us to take up the tasb they have begun. The students at 
this school have more power ban they realize, and it is about time they 
used it constructively to better the school For Tile Stlldnu. There ls work 
to be done if corrections are to be made, and we can no lon1er pau the 
work on. Let's pick up where the semora leave off, and the school and ita 
plan will beCome better for all involved. 
DCS 
Open 
Letter 
ASCE 
RAFFLE RESULTS 
April 24, 1974 
K. Vlenneals 
K. Keshavan 
S.ndy Aron 
Fr11 l•n•J '11 We have made a commitment to 
do all in our power to persuade the 
other members of the claN of '74 to 
do as we have proposed. We also 
wish it to be known that we stand 
ready now. in 4 weeka or in 10 
years. to help WPI in any way that 
we can to errect whatever changes 
are f'Y~r necessary to make this a 
better college for its' students. 
Much of this Jetter may somd 
haghly subjective. WeU it is, and it 
was intended so because that is 
how we see the school- sub-
by Jady Nltacb 
a ad Jim Aceto 
"Back ln my day ... there was a 
higher per-centage of teachers wbo 
were alumni of Tech ... " Today the 
~tudents don't even realize there is 
an Alumni Association of WPI. The 
Student Alumni Relations Com-
mittee wiJJ begin a series of ar-
ticles on outstanding alumni 
beginnmg with Fran Harvey, CE, 
'37. Hopefully this will inform the 
WPI community or some or their 
more auspicious ahunni. 
While an undergraduate here at 
WPI, Mr. Harvey was a member of 
Phi Kappa Theta, and currently 
serves on their Aquinas Society 
with other alumni and Worcester 
busmessmen. He was also honored 
by being elected to Skull, Tau Beta 
Pi and Chi Epsilon. He was a 
member or the baseball team and 
ran indoor track, and LeUeves 
participation in sports was and is 
beneficial to student life . "I 
learned as much in some of these 
as m some of my clasaes here." 
Arter receiving his degree in 
Cavil Engineering, Fran worked as 
a consulting engineer for a firm in 
New York and went to New York 
University nights as a graduate 
s tudent. Arter returning to his 
hometown Worcester, he 
established his own consulting 
(•ngineerang finn in 1946, wbicb 
hecame the corporation of Harvey 
and Tracy Associates, Inc., in 1962, 
with the late Richard Tracy, CE, 
'49. His office is located at 143 
I lt•wcy Street. Worcester. 
Mr. Harvey as a Registered 
Architect in Massachusetts and 
has has Professional Engineer 
Hcgistration in- Massachusetts, 
Hhode Island, Vermont and New 
llampshire. His firm serves as a 
structural engineering consultant 
to architects; here at WPI they 
have worked on Harrington 
Audatonum , Stoddard Residence 
<"t·nter, Gordon Labrary, and the 
dc!!ign and installation or the 
nuclear reactor. 
ract. just this past weekend he 
attended the TFC retreat at Barlin 
Acres 
Come talk to us at any time if you 
have any problems that you need 
immediate help with. We stand 
ready to help anyone and any 
group m any way possible. We'll 
only be here for another 4 weeks, so 
please don't hesitate. We're sure 
that we can at least expedite most 
problems that you may now find 
yourselves in. Our rooms can be 
round in the Campus Directory. 
jecti ely. We do so, because a big 
part of us is in it and will remain 
there for some time to come. 
Sincerely, 
Len Brzowwski. P. 0 . 383 
John Young, P. 0 . 2292 
Gary Balboni, P. 0. 272 
Bill Delphos. P. 0. 600 
Lee Turner, P . 0 . 2141 
Peter Thacher, P. 0 . 2103 
Ted Ledden, P. 0 . 1280 
Mike Boyden, P. 0 . 344 
Tom Bums. P. 0 . 405 
Dave Demers, P. 0. 2473 
Jim Rubino, P . 0. 1843 
r>ean Stratouley, P . 0. 2036 
nave Lapre, P , 0. 1255 
IILITIIY IILL 
To Fran Harvey there have been 
two sagnaficant changes in WPI 
since his graduation: first Is the 
size or the school < smce his en-
tering freshman class had only 137 
students, he feels this resulted in a 
more intimate atmosohere on 
campus> and secondly, he is op-
timistic about the plan . The 
projects remind him or the 
required summer surveying 
sessions he spent at Chafins, since 
lhe actual practical experience is 
more beneficial to a student that 
most classes are. The projects also 
relate to his profession as a con· 
suiting engmeer because. " With 
t•vcry problem you start back at 
first base and work out where 
you're going from there." 
*********************• i Life&uard Job i 
: onMARTHA'SVINEYARD : 
Tickets to the Mil 
Ba II go on H le April 
to the student body and 
be IYalllble In the 
Dept. Tickets cost ss.oo 
couple and are lim 
Theme is "The Gl 
Era", dress semi-for 
rock music, wine and 
served. Military Ball 
be held In HiggiM E 
1:00 p.m., Friday, 
3rd. 
Jt See Steve P1ge, SC 105 lt 
* Ext.517 Jt This portrait of Fran Harvey as 
an active and involved WPI 
alumnus and Worcester citizen can 
be ~ummed up '" a few of his own 
w11rds. " I like people." It is obvious 
thai people feel the same way 
about him . 
.t********************* 
Joa Anderson. 
.David C. Salemakl, 
Doaatas A. Knowles, 
John H1tcla, 
I 
Jollla M . FitaP1lrkk 
753-1411, Ext. 4M 
John C. M•tte, Jr. 
753-1411, Ext. 511 
Edl&ors-ln-CIIIef 
Ala a Brtssa. Jim Graue, 
Garret CaviDaap, M1r.: Tom M1y 
Jeha Casey, MIJ'..; Kee FN 
John S.oma, Jack O'Reilly 
Ken Dun, Mlr.; Ed Robillard 
BnceMluky 
Harvard YaeD 
Prof. S.J. W~lalDger 
WRITERS THIS ISSUE: 
Help! 
MIDagtas EdKor 
Featares EdtJor 
NewsEdJtor 
Pbetograplty EdMor 
SpertaEdkl 
Bualaesa 
Circulation 
.a.dvertitiiiC 
Jr. Edit• 
Art Dlrec"&or 
Advllor 
Chris Keenan, Steve Pratt, John Maroney, Bob Simon, Rich 
Gannon, Neil Poulin, Robert Fried, Bob Bradley, 13 Seniors, Davis 
Baleslri\CCI, Paul J . Frederickson . 
I Trailhiking & Backpacking Workshop WORCESTER A.M.C. 1974 Detes: May lit, .... 15th, 22M June lttl, fth, C Backpack trip) Meeting Place: Woe cester A.M.C. L.oclte 
Time: Wed., nJgMs 7 p.m. 
LHders Particlpatlfte In CourH 
Ltadenlllp Cll•lrm•n : Ken Gvtt,.,.11, Jr., 139-
Tr•lls CMirm•n : AI PIMnL 917-
HIIclnt CMirman: Don Clifton,~ 
Executive CNirm•n: . lob w..,..... MS. 
Technical Cllmblnt Chm. Dick Leon•rd 
PROGRAM 
May 1st 
l) Introduction to A.M.C. SpNken, Bob w • ..,., 
2) Equipment and Clothing 
Maylttl 
1) Map end Compass 
2) Trip Planning, SpNker, AI PIMrd 
l) Submit plan for weekend back..-ck trip 
May22nd 
O.y •t ttM L.odge- SpHker: Dick L.eoMrd 
Map and Compass Trail Cenduct 
Natural History Camp Cooking 
Blazers on Trails C.mpslft lehavlor 
Speclll Problems 
May 15th 
1) Mountain Wuther, Speaker, Rollnd Boucher 
2) Movie "By ,..tures Rules": 
3) First Aid 
I 
I 
The 
!<' ran is one or Worcester's 
uutstanding public servants; he 
wa~ t·o chairman of the committee 
whach rewrote the enUre Wor-
t·cstcr Uutlding Code between 1962 
and 1965, he serves on the Board of 
Trustees at St Vincent's Hospital ; 
h(• IS u member or the Board of 
Trustees at the Hay State Savings 
Bank here m Worcester. 
STAFF THISISSUE: 4) Make plans for backpack trip (based on pa.ns sut)mltt.d ....,. .... _ 
A WPI Trustee smce 1966, and 
\ ace prtstdent of the WPI Alumni 
Assocaahon . Fran shll keeps in 
dose contact with the school In 
Paul Fragassi, Steve Albino, Anne Gagnon, John Major, Paul 
Klinkman, Judy Nitsch. 
The WPI NEWSPEAK of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 
formerly The Tecll Newa has been published weekly during the 
academic year, except during college vacation, since 1909. 
Editorial and business offices are located at the WPI c:unpus, West 
St. Second class postage paid at Worcester, Mass. Subscription rate 
$4.50 per school year; single copies 20 cents. Make all checks 
payable to Bua.lnesa Manager. 
WPI New.peak orne~ 
T~l. 15l-14ll Ext. 464 
before) 
June lttl, 9th 
W"k.nct laclcptck Trip to White Mountains 
number of Reservations. 
E74 
SUMMER SESSION 
BROCHURES 
now availlble 
Boynton 201l' 
It's Almost 
Over 
) 
Mass. Drug 
Legislation 
'lbe Network Committee, an 
lzation of twenty drug 
_ .. ,.,, ..... and hotline program of 
••~e~•on II, Department of Mental 
._.._.1.n, today received notificatlon 
pending bills in the 
concerning penalties 
pcJSSeSSion, trafficking and 
drugs. 
Bill 5083 filed by Mary 
requests life, no parole 
persons trafficking in Class A, 
or C drugs. Death penalty is 
•aue11tea in some cases. 
Bill 2754 filed by Michael 
and Norris Harris requests 
penalty for possession of 
bill filed by Representative 
requiring a mandatory 
for possession of 
intent to sell and for 
llfll•cklrag in other drugs. 
etwork Committee 
. .-~""'"v•• .. IY a'lnounced strong 
- ~~~~~·uon to t.he8e bills which they 
regressive and furthers 
-.I'I'Oiressilon , not the treatment of 
dependent persons. 
Network Committee urges 
citizens to expresa their 
to their local represen-
1150/week 
SuM Iller 
lobs 
tl.,ailaiJie. 
Call 852-6210 
Art Exhibition 
Co·Art, an exhibit or eleven Worcester Area Artists 
will be displayed m the Gordon Library of Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute from April 29 lo June 8 . 
Artists represented are - Susan Waller, Ronald 
Leax, Anthony Polletta, Bill Byers, Walter Daby, 
James Brown. Marilyn JS Goodman, Don Wilson, 
Michel Merle, Nikki Kandianis, Judith Amendola. 
Susan Waller and Ronald Leax are from Sberbom, 
Mass. Ms Waller works with stained canvases in grid 
forms. as well as landscape related drawings. Leax's 
sculptures ar~ finely made boxes incorporating found 
and bought materials. 
Anthony Pollelta, from Worcester, works in a 
variety of media. His sculptures are made from 
plexiglass, wood, and earth materials, which are 
usually combined in a layered effect. Among Mr. 
Polletta's works are subUe colored rubbings. He also 
makes drawings, and has exhibited his ph<'tograpbs 
10 the area. 
Hill Byers 1s an instructor at Worcester State 
College. He will exhibit his black and white 
photographic studies. 
Walter Daby is a painter in the traditional n.ode. 
His realistic canvases are painted in oils and 
acrylics. Mr. Daby teaches in Worcester. 
James Brown wm be exlubiting his sculpture. Mr. 
Brown uses wood as lbe primary element in his work. 
Earlier this year, Mr. Brown exhibited drawings, 
photographs and paintings at WPI. 
Facultr Pan 
1974Mode1 
by Cllaten Soralterl(er 
Oo not go gentle, of style 
The poet spoke. 
Each step in li£e-stepping time 
Jerking brittle clock banda 
Clockwise. 
Once we spoke of style, 
Youth style, in past time. Nineteen 
Seventy-four life model : running 
Through the turnstile 
Life style. 
Winging, guJJ.Iike, the spirit free 
Hounds the sun in apogee. 
Clinging, dull-like, did you say? 
There's someone in the world 
Painting all the lime cloclts 
Gray. 
Tr1llltlo••l Pro1r••= llessi•c or C1rs11 
WPI Crew 
BY MOON 
Crew, hke any other sport, is exciting, fun to watch 
and participate and also competitive. To some 
people, beating yourself to the ground is repulsive, 
bul to an oarsman, it is a way of life. Crew is an 
unusual sport because there is no physical contact, 
yet afler a race your OOdy is completely drained of 
energy. You are not an individual, you are a part, a 
part of a machine which functions by the power, 
strength, and intelligence of 9 men. A unit of power 
working together, following the same motions, im-
pulses and experiencing the same pain. There is a 
certain pride needed to row well and win, and this is 
very evident In WPl 's CREW, by the hard work dooe 
this winter by the team. 
Marilyn JS Goodman will exhibit multi-media 
drawings, quite unlike the hard edged paintings and 
serigraphs she is usually identified with. The 
drawings are made on graph paper, and covered with 
tiny dots to partially obscure the shades beneath. 
Don Wilson teaches at Shrewsbury High School. 
Mr. Wilson is primarily a painter. His canvases have 
a fantasy like quality to them. 
Michel Merle is a sculpture instructor at Worcester 
State College. The sculptures are usually made o£ 
welded metals, sometunes painted to de-emphasize 
lhe metal, and to emphasize the sculptural forms. He 
has often raised the question of whether or not 
sculpture must be "beautiful"? Mr. Merle's drawings 
combine line and color with figurative elements. 
Nikki KandluJs also works in a variety of media. 
Her photographs, printed in sepia tones have a very 
warm quality to them. She also works in acrylic 
paintings, canvas drawings, and collages. 
Judith Amendola ia from Hopkinton, Maa. She la 
both a painter and sculptor. 
by Roter Lelp&oa 
A few months ago I was part of a small group which 
had a conversation about the "wrath of God." The 
question arose, " Can God, our Father, be wrathful?" 
I was taught God is "all love." Let's look at the 
Gospel of Jobn, Chapter 'lbree and see if some light 
can be shed on this question. 
by Robert Fried 
lat May when we made up our schedules for tbil 
I registered for three cour&f'S plus one audit 
a course, but not for credit or grades) for 
or this year. During enrollment at tbe 
of term C, my schedule showed my audit as 
course. This would have given me an 
forcing me to petition, since I'm not on tbe 
problems of our technolOiical world demand minds ol First, John 3:3, "a man must be 
the widest scope." This is a fantastic idea iD theory, reborn <regenerated) to see the 
but the plan is far from turning t.bla idea into a Kingdom of God." What is tbc 
reality. To be a true technological hum.anlat, an difference between being born and 
engineer must have a very broad outlook on human being born a second time? 
I fiUed out an audit form, which I had to get 
by my advisor and the professor teaching the 
One week before the end of term C, 1 was told 
have to petitlon to take the audit as an 
..,11101u1." I asked why, since I don't get credit for 
a course. I was told tbat it's an overload in 
taking up space that may be preventing a 
not taking an overload from taking the 
This is absurd, because no one could have 
the course during the last week of the tenn. U 
needs and values. To understand human needs and 
values you must have a great understanding of 
history , economics, the arts, psychology, politics, 
literature, sociology, and most important, the person 
must want to understand. All this understanding Is 
useless unless tbe engineer knows how to get his ideas 
and products to the public. Therefore, be should aJao 
take English, and marketing. As you can see, turning 
an engineer into a " technological humanist" is 
almost impossible. 
John 3:6, "that which is born of 
the flesh is flesh, one that is born of 
the spirit is spirit." 
John 3: 5, " Except a man be born 
of the water and of the spirit be 
cannot enter the Kingdom of God." 
John 3:7, " Marvel not that I said, 
you must be born aj{ain." How does 
one become reborn? 
II 1s prelt) d1lllcult to go every 
smgle day at 4:00 and even on the 
W('Ckl·nd~ What kind of force do 
~ou say compel:. these men and 
wom('n to keep on hfting. running, 
and facing the l'rgometer? lt •s a 
desire. a want to win which is 
becoming more evident at WPI in 
all athletics. You also might ask, 
what is an ergometer? ll is a 
rowmg machine which demands 
total energy and doesn't matter 
who is on 11. all it wants is a !'core. 
This will be one of the key things 
which will bring on a successful 
season. Already it has paid off for 
the freshmen with two wins this 
season. 
Last Saturday the frosh beat. URI 
in a good race. The girls finished 
third. JV second, and the Varsity 
lost a close one to Wesleyan This 
Wednesday is the Worcester City 
Champs which WPI might have a 
chance or clinchirut. 
With this hard work and 
dedication of Head Coach David 
Floss, freshman coach Ham Clark 
and girls coach Jeff Shaw, and 
some faithful assistance from 
Gary Loeb, the manager, WPI 
CREW stands a good chance of 
making it to the Dad Vail, which Is 
in Philadelphia and can become 
one of the best smaU lime cN!ws. It 
sounds so, yet it I an 't. Jt'U lake a lot 
or work and some real aaa-buaUng 
but we're ready for it, or at least 
we should be. We've been prac-
ticing ror It all year long. 
.. ,. , ... ,., 
.... , .. , ..... , 
• ••• ,,.llletl1 
The reason I believe God bu 
wrath is because Christ died for 
sins and became sln on the croaa. 
He descended into Hell, then 
overcame evil <Satan), and 
ascended into heaven for us and 
only us. Because of thiJ act we are 
responsible to God, to Jesus. Just 
as we are responsible to our 
parents when we are children. 
If Christ did not rise again, there 
would be no eternal life in him, 
thus Christianity would have died 
and become a fable of history with 
Christ the martyr for nothing. The 
entire power is only in Him 
because He loved us so mucb he 
died for you and I and for all. 
tb.at non-plan students petitltion for 
~-~...-•rloac:ts because they are taking up extra space, 
Plan students get their sufficiency requirement 
completed by taking two units (course) of 
thematically related courses (i.e. drama, history, 
languages, literature, music, etc., and oo social 
sciences). Non-plan students complete their " suf· 
ficiency" requirement by taking 2 2-3 units (8 cour-
ses> of non-technical courses <humanities, aocta1 
sciences, anJ business). Out of these eight courses, 
ont> course each of English, history and economics 
must be taken. Other than this, there are no other 
course restrictions for non-plan students In this area . 
The non-plan "sufficiency'' defmitely gives a broader 
view of human needs. 
John !I: 16, "For God so loved the 
world that he gave his only son, 
that who believes in him shaU not 
perish but have eternal life." 
The rewards. and fruit of ac-
cepting Christ as your Lord and 
Savior are many. Galatians 5:22, 
" Love, joy, peace, long suffering, 
gentleness, goodness, faith, 
meekness, temperance, and 
eternal life." 
't plan students have to pelitlon to take 
~n•9~ds. except when the overload is a project? Do 
-plan students take up space? Are plan 
smarter and therefor better suited to take 
Are plan students more mature ln maldng 
._._,,~~ than non-plan students? Maybe the ad-
.._.~~m,u•r•n just wants to hasseJ non-plan students to 
the statistics of the number of non-plan 
transferring to the plan loot better. AU these 
regulations are defmltely a bad point of the 
~llional program. 
students N!Ceive grades <i.e. A, B , C, 0 , 
students that need an incentive to work or 
to transfer out of WPl, grades seem to be a 
For students that really want to learn, 
ay not be necessary. Those students that get 
breakdowns from too much pressure may 
grades a curse. 
a student on the plan who was "failing" a 
I asked him why he doesn't study harder and 
lear-n the material. He said that he doesn't care 
rails, since no one will ever know. One of the 
wei•IDD!w!sor the plan is to teach future engineers to be 
.-Ponsiible for their actions. I don't see how the 
grading system accomplishes this. 
or the plan philosophy is to turn out 
-=-·,~~n,;o:logical humanists." A "technological 
• " is a person ''who can understand 
and Its social implications, who un· 
their machines and have also an awareness 
an values.'' CThis definition and the next 
is from the 1974-1975 Operational Catalog >. 
fie at ions must be tempered with in-
plinary breadth, for the solutions to the 
Specialization of a narrow field should come after 
the s tudent has developed a strong background in his 
general field of enGin~rlng and enpaeerillg In 
general C especially if he plans to take tbe EIT exam). 
The plan doesn 't really encourage having a strong 
general background, since there are no required 
courses. The traditional program forces you to have a 
broader background. This may be a blessing. It may 
also be a curse, since it's too restrictive and in-
flexible One blessing the plan is that It teaches 
students to be on their own, while non·plan students 
have to follow many rules and regulations. In this 
sense, the plan trains students to better face life than 
that for the traditional program. 
The projects are a definite blessing for the plan . 
The JQP is the best way, so far, in creasing the 
"technological humanist. " Non-plan students may 
also do projects if they want and in some departments 
they must I 've discussed problems with the 7-week 
terms in past articles so I won't discuss it now. 
As I've shown b'>th systems have good and bad 
points. 
If the school combines the best parts of both 
systems, I feel that we wUI have one of the greatest 
educational programs ever created. 
John 3:17, "For God sent Jesus 
not to condemn but to save the 
world." 
John 3: 18, " He that believeth in 
Him is not condemned but be that 
believeth not Is condemned 
a lready because he hath not 
believed in the name of the Son of 
God." 
John 3:36, " He that beUevelh in 
the Son hath everlasting life: and 
he that believeth not the Son shall 
not see life, but the wrath of God 
dwells on him " 
First, admit your shortcomings 
and accept Christ into your heart 
as Lord and Savior, giving to Him 
your joys and sorrows. With faith 
as small as a mustard seed we are 
saved by his grace and not ol our 
own worn, it is a gift from God. 
fEphesians, 2:8-9). 
Secondly, 2 Corinlhlans 5:17, 
"Therefore if any man be in Christ, 
he is a new creature, old thingj 
pass away, behold all things are 
new and fulfilJing." Jesus Christ, 
He loves you and is alwa)'l stan-
ding at the door lmocltlng. Will you 
giving him a chance to work in 
your life? 
"learning Disabilities- Hope and Challenge" will be 
presented by the Grafton Regional Association for Children 
with Learning Disabilities on Mlty 4, 1974 at the SuHon 
Elementary School, Boston Road, SuHon, Mass. from 8:30 
a .m. to 2:30 p.m. 
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Life Sciences At WPI 
A Status Report 
-----
lr. leakl•• 
by Joa A.Dd~noe 
Three years ago, W.P.I. offered 
a major in Life Science for the first 
lime in the history of the college. 
Since then, the department has 
attracted large number of students 
and has greatly expanded its 
course offerings. However, with 
proper facilities and adequate 
equipment, the fuU potential of the 
department has not been realized. 
In a recent Interview, Drs. 
Crusberg and Hoskins reviewed 
the short history and future 
prospects of their department. The 
future looks bright. Firm <'Om· 
m1tments have been made by the 
administration to correct the 
prt'blems that hampered the Life 
&1ence department in the past. 
A major renovation of Salsbury 
Labs is scheduled to begin this 
summer. Two years from now the 
Life Science Department will 
occupy modern laboratories to be 
constructed throughout moat of the 
fln1t floor of the building. Until the 
renovation is complete, several 
laboratories in Olin Hall will be 
used for Life Science instruction 
beginning next fall . 
curriculum along coherent tracks 
of departmental competence. Next 
autumn, the department will 
continue to olfer an overall Life 
Science course. 
Three other courses in biological 
diversity, physiology and 
anatomy. and ecology are included 
in the basic curriculum. The focal 
pomt of the curriculum will be an 
experimental design and in· 
strumentation course, in which 
problems will be posed to students. 
The problem will require the use of 
instruments and statistical 
analysis for solution and wiU point 
toward possible projects. "We are 
writing orders for the instruments 
now.'' Crusberg said. 
Asked the difference between 
biology and life science, Crusberg 
responded that life science was 
mdicative of a broader approach 
than the traditional biology 
program such as that at Clark. 
"We try to apply the general 
principles or science to life 
situations," Dr. Hoskins said. 
"This is where the future of Life 
Science is." 
WPI Newspeak 
Perhaps you noticed an tnOr· 
dinate number of weU-dreaed, 
unfamiliar-looking people on 
campus on the 18th, 19th, and 20th 
of this month. You may have 
noticed that they were \Wearing 
name tags and deduced fcor-recUy> 
that they were strangers visiting 
WPI. Or you may have been asked 
by a girl from Skidmore wh ~re she 
could find Higgington llall ~r a guy 
from Dartmouth how to &et to Olin 
Auditorium !or in the case of the 
folks from the military academies, 
the locatior. of the ComJDisaary>. 
These people were participants in 
the Eastern Colleges Science 
Conference, hosted for the lint 
time at WPI this year. 
I won't try to explain what the 
Conference was aU about. If you 
didn't st-e the notices plastered all 
over the campus or hear the ruckas 
in the Wedge that Friday night, if 
you didn't see the above-mentioned 
strangers wandering in a daze 
lhrough the campus, if you didn't 
ask someone what the hell was 
going on, then you are probably a 
derilicl on Main Street who pulled 
this vagrant copy ~ Newspeak 
from the gutter and Is reading it to 
pass the time. 
1f you missed the 1974 E .C.S.C., 
you really missed somethins -
truly. If you didn't mila it, and 
were among the many who acted 
success. 
The results of the 
elections are es fOllows : 
Ctauof 1975 
President Pat r .... , .... .-
VIce President 
Secretary 
Tr .. surer 
Class Rep. 
Class of 1976 
President 8111 Jol~• 
VIce President David r .......... -
Secretary Paula car.a_.,. 
Treasurer Jim 
Class Rep Jim 
Junior Prom 
Chairman John 
and Lance.su•-..•• 
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Class of 1977 c 
President Charles Rh•.-l• Fri . 3 Vice President 
Secretary l\1 
Treasurer Cl 
Clau Rep. Bill H 
Independent Rep. GuldMII .. Sat. 4 
"· The next StUdent r""''_,~,_,.. 11 Meeting Is on Tuesday, 
10:00 In tM Student Ac11hllt... Tl 
"Also, the school Is CorDmitted to 
purchase essential laboratory 
equipment this summer, " 
Crusberg stated. "It is a sub-
stantial commitment to establish a 
good laboratory program." 
Twerty new microscopes among 
other things will be ordered for 
next autumn. 
"The atmosphere here is much 
more applied than at Clark", 
according to Crusberg. "We take 
our problems to engineers. They 
give us new approaches. We rub off 
on them too. It's a really good 
environment." 
'n• tl&e fortH 'W .. :Iaatee Project Ceater laat lteea pklled as Z111 
Wlsconaln Ave .. N. \\'. T11e bulldlal wUI e•tala accomm ... Uoat for 
studf'nta and faculty plu llvln1•reas ancladequte workblc tpace. 
Room In Daniels Hall. s.,.~• \\' 
Interested studlnts are '*'-~• fll 
to aerv• on two Faculty Sun . 
mltt•es. Two students Au 
needed for these 
TheCommltt•on Mon. 
W.P .t. already has the "best 
environmental lab in Central 
Massachusetts," according to 
Crusberg . In addition, op-
portunities for project work at 
Saint Vincent's Hospital are being 
expanded as microscopy studies 
are added to the biomedical in· 
strum~ntation opportunities. In 
recent terms, students have also 
worked at Natick Army En· 
vironmental Medicine Labs and 
Aster Pharmaceutical. Better 
articulation with Worcester 
Foundation is also being explored. 
Recently Samt Vincent's offered 
l'leveral W .P .I. students job 
work1ng with the electron 
m 1croscope at the hospital on a 
part time basis. "We are par-
ticularly excited about that," Dr. 
Crusberg stated. Senior majors are 
being offered jobs on the buis of 
thetr project experience.Part-time 
jobs for undergraduates are in· 
creastng as companies team of 
the1r competence. 
Currently , the Life Science 
Department is staffed by Chair· 
man Clark and Dr. Cheetham in 
add1tion to Drs. Crusberg and 
Hn!ktns. A new department 
chamnan will be hired for next 
year. Also Drs . Beschle and Berka 
teach biomed1cal engtneering. 
" We have just now reached critical 
Mas.CJ," according to Dr. Hoskins. 
" W<': have enough people with 
d1fferent backgrounds to cover the 
range of major student mterest." 
or late, Dr. Hoskms has been 
workin~ tn nrgan11e the 
"We have a hybrid department 
here," Hoskins continued. "We 
have quantitative students pre-
screened by entrance 
requirements for scientific study. 
They are ready to do modern 
biology." 
"There is little reason for 
students in the Life Science 
Department to be ,!)essimistic 
about jobs." while we have not 
graduated many people. our ex-
penence has been that if students 
team unique modem skills, they 
will get jobs. The majc>r qualifying 
project allows students an op-
portunity to develop such skiUs. 
Research opportunities in 
biochemistry and environmental 
control wiU "Grow and grow," 
according to Hoskins. 
"Our track record does not in· 
dicate that our studetlts viU not be 
able to find jobs or get into 
graduate school," Crushrc ex-
plained. "While enQICh students 
have not been placed to develop a 
grooved-in track record, last year 
we batted three ror three as pre-
med advisors. Generally, our 
success has been dependent on the 
qualifications or the individual 
students" 
the Rea10n the mind Is an 1bltrut lllusslcNt 
of a freak Is the ume reason a Head 
Is the ume as a high or a plateau tttat any Oftlooker 
can see dlvlnt ov•r limits of tndlns torev•r 
and Into time or ..,.ce relations 
or Relationships 
CISI PRIZES!! 
!'ll~ntry f~!! Onr• agaill, tbe phuomeaal WPI Sc»clety o1 
mathf'matles eomH through! This time, with tbat allli-e•laactlc, 
stml-slmple group of notorloua uleulatlons eommotlly kJMwn to 
upp•relusm•n as : 
, •• ,,, ••••••••••••••• t 
Htpnt: So f'ntry f~f'. Open to all frrshmeo. tu.rk or nt turk. 
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W•d .. May 1st, SH 2N, 1 p.m. 
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your name with Denise GGI'IM.I• 
Box 177 or Ted Ledden, Box 
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Student Government Mt.tlll .. 
The Nrth shattering no ill from thrs pur•· fitting horn 
giVes you the protec:uon you've been look1ng for ~g~•nat 
muggers and repitts. Just snap two penligh1 ~«tries Into 
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and you're reedy. No 
w~ras required. Complete peckege includet super sempla 
mSJructions snowing how the Alarm can also be aasely 
tnstalled on wendows Of doors. GET VIGILANT BEFORE 
THEY GET YOU. 
SUPPLY LIMIT lEO ••• , MAIL THIS COUI'ON TOOAYI 
Send- ot v,..,,, lu•flle• Alanm 
I enclo..s3.001or eech Vlgolefll Alarm 
I unde<ttana INI of tIll'\ 1101 IOUIIV famlty ....... ltd. 
•mhtd. I w ill rec.ove • cnmpleta relund 3U1 W.. Vl..,d A-
If •••urned wllhln 10 dava Milw..,.. .. , ~ II320e 
NAME -------~~...._ .............................. ______________ ___ 
AOOAESS---------------------------------------
C ITY STATE __ ZIP.,__ __ 
Kraskin 
Friday night of JP, Kresgin 
Great gave his "Great" per· 
ance. The first part of his 
consisted of various mind· 
sorts of activities. He 
linking together the rings 
audience members, then 
ing them , both with no harm 
rings! He was able to tell 
what cards they had in their 
even when the people 
or other cards to try and 
him up. Audience questions 
answered without Kresgin 
ng the questions and without 
., ... ,UI'""~'"' knowing the answers! 
highlight of the first set was 
Kresgin,ln a dazzling display 
showmanship, took four random 
r,l'lmlj~::,~id. from the audJence, had 
IIJ hide his check, and fowtd It 
leading the members of this 
.. lllrnmit around · by a hand· bec~~chi4!f. The task was difficult -
first Kresgin was attracted by 
~qlliallllll'- vibrations of the bleachers; 
the right waves won out, 
check was fowtd in the 
a secunty man! AU in aU, 
tricks were fwt to watch, 
his attempts at humor showed 
he is a "mind reader and 
.......... ,.ticlt" and not a comedian. 
For his second act, Kresgin 
hypnotized" several people 
the audience. Proving that 
cl~••lle power of suggestion Is all that 
WM 
UP? 
ts needed to mduce the hypnotic 
effect Kresgm had people shaking 
t1lthey couldn't stop and squeezing 
their fists together tal they couldn't 
pull them apart. Right before our 
very eyes. the temperature on 
stage ranged from desert heat to 
arctic cold, felt only by those under 
his spell, or course. People had 
chairs pinching them and natw:ally 
accused their neighbors - one girl 
walked off in a huff, 'and one 
alumnus accused his neighbor of 
thinking him "easy". One person 
had trouble lighting his cigarettes, 
but even when he did, they tasted 
like "castor oil, benzene, and 
grease" aU mixed together. Indeed 
this was a most interesting set, and 
all came to a happy close with a 
rousing, out-of-tune rendition of 
Happy Birthday when those on 
stage came to the realization that it 
was Kresgin's "BIRTHDAY". 
After the performance and 
concluded, many people proceeded 
to Alden to the "Beer and Pizza" 
Party to discuss the show. MosUy 
all agreed that Kresgin had put on 
a fair to good show and would have 
enjoyed more showy effects and 
less talking. No matter what, it 
was interesting having someone 
like Kresgin on campus explaining 
the unexplainable in a scientific 
way. 
DCS 
. 1 - EXHIBIT at Gordon Library. "An Exhibit by Co-Art", a group 
of Worcester Area Artists. Through June 8. 
TRACK. Tufts. Caway), 3:30 p.m. 
2-BASEBALLvs.Clark. (home), 3:00p.m. 
GOLD. NEIGA at Manchester, New Hampshire. 
CIIRISTic\N BIBLE FELLOWSHIP. Janel Earle Room 7:30p.m. 
. 3-GOLF. NEIGA at Manchester, New Hampshire. 
MILITARY BALl •. Higgins House. 8:00 p.m. 
CONCERT. Bridgetower String Quartet, Black classical musicians, 
H.C. Hogen Ballroom, 8 p.m . 
. 4 - CREW. Rusty CaUow Regatta at Lake Quinsigamond. 
BASEBALL vs. Coast Guard (doubleheader). away) 1:00 p.m. 
TRACK. Middlebury, Nichols. (borne), 2:00p.m. 
TENNIS RPI. Chome}, 2:00p.m. 
WOMEN'S CREW. Syracuse, U.Mass. at Syracuse. 
81.1\NKET CONCERT. Alden Memorial Auditorium. 8:00p.m . . 
5 - I.ENS & UGIITS MOVIE: "Friends''. Alden Memorial 
Auditorium 8:00p.m . 
. 6- CHEMICAL ENGINEERING COLLOQUIUM. Dr. Daniel D. 
Perlmutter, Professor and Director, School of Chemical Engineering, 
University of Pennsylvania, "Chemical Reactor Dynamics and 
Stability". Goddard '01 . 4:15p.m. 
MATH SEMINAR. Pro(. John Kennison, Clark University, "Ex-
lracling Algebraic Structure". Stratton 106. 4:00 p .m. 
7- TRACK. Trinity. Caway), 3:30p.m. 
CIIRISTlAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION AT WPI . Higgins Lab 101. 
6:30p.m. 
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WPI Newspeak 
Glee Club Grows 
NEWS RELEASE 
Thi~ pasl year has been an immense turning point 
in the history of the WPI Glee Club. The club, has 
Jtone .. academtc" and is being run officiaHy as a 
Project with one-third unit of credit being given to 
anyone in the club who successfully completes one 
year of work. The club can also be part of a Music 
Sufficiency. Under the guidance and leadership of 
Professor Curran, the club grew from last year's low 
of !15 to approximately 50 members including alumni 
who live in the area. Most of the new voices are fresh· 
men, some of whom have never sung before. Through 
hard work, training, and a certain "espirit" these 
foreshmen have helped, as one alumnus put it, make 
the club sound, "as good as It has sounded for years." 
The club has just recently returned from a highly 
successful six day tour to Canada in whJcb people, 
who had never been on tour before, were educted as 
10 how a Lour is run which served as just a little more 
experience for the future. As was overheard from one 
freshman in the club, "Of all the groups I've looked 
inlo at Teet •• the Glee Club seems to be the most 
organized." 
A pre· tour concert in Alden Hall on March 14 was a 
spectacular send-off for the Montreal trip. For that 
concert, over half the audience was from the un-
dergraduate community, the most that this writer 
has seen tum out for a Glee Club perlonnance in 
three years. After such encouragement from their 
own friends, what could possibly stand in their way? 
The group left for Montreal on March 20, and did 
four performances in two days in Montreal, singing at 
Lower Canada College on Thursday and at Lachine 
H1gh School and Loyola College on Friday. Tbe 
audience for these concerts ranged from eight year 
olds 13rd graders) to parents of some of the club 
members. saturday, the day was free for viewing 
Montreal, which many did. Events such as riding the 
new silent metro, hiking to the top of Mont Royal in 17 
inches of snow, and attending the Canadian's game at 
night were highlights of the day. Thanks to the efforts 
or some wonderful people in Montreal, the stay was 
mteresting, exhilarating and great fun. 
On Sunday, 6:00a.m. was the departure time, In 
driving snow, for the three hour trip to Quebec City to 
sing at the Basilique de Quebec. It was quite an ex-
penence mgmg m English for a High Mass - that 
was done entirely in French! The rest of the day 
passed m old Quebec with an evening's stay in the 
('hateau Frontenac. One could tell how classy the 
place was by walking through the lobby and noticing 
lhe limousines driving up and the multitudes of 
languages being spoken. Unfortunately, Musicians 
Union rules prevented the Baker's Dozen from 
singing at the Hotel's Piano Bar, although some did 
well on their own after their opening cocktails. 
Monday moming saw a tour through the Quebec 
"provincial" Parliament and then a six hour drive to 
Burlington, Vermont for a performance at Trinity 
College. Probably because or the good audience and 
the "psyche" or the club, all seemed to gree that it 
was our best performance of the trip. Early Tuesday 
saw the club in Worcester once more, each sorry that 
the trip was over, but glad that it had gone weU and 
proud to be part of it. 
With Montreal behind them, the club's last major 
event or the year. coming up on May 12, will be a full 
performance of the Mozart "Requiem" with the 
women's chorus from Wells College, Aurora, New 
York . The orchestra will be from WPI and the New 
England Conservatory of Music. A $625.00 grant from 
the Music Performance Trust Fund was given to 
support the concert. The WPI club will host sixty 
ladies from Wells for the entire wekend, May 10 - 12, 
with the performance in Alden KalJ at 4:00p.m., on 
Sunday, the 12th. It looks like this will be the Glee 
Club's biggest on-(!ampus event. 
The summer and fall of 1974 will see the club 
preparing for a proposed London-Zurich tour ten-
tatively shceduled for January lln5. Plans for thl.s 
tour are already being developed and members hope 
they will be complete by the end ofthe summer. 
In addition to the tour, the club plans concerts next 
year with Smith College, Skidmore, Wells, and 
Wheelock women's glee club. All in all, it looks Uke a 
busy, but exciting year. 
The WPI Glee Club has come a long way in the past 
several years and has established itself as ~eing one 
or the few organizations of its kind left in the United 
States. The future looks even more promising, 
providing experience, credit, and fwt for all involved. 
Is It Spree ·Day? 
Franki 
Valli 
As far as weekends go, I seemed 
to ace out this time. At my arrival 
at liarrmgton at 8:00 all the guys 
from the house were there ahead of 
me! ISM, a mob already!) But the 
wait wasn't that bad: the happy 
hour I'd just left had me quite 
content. Anyway, everyone 
seemed to be anxious to get in 
when they heard the 4 Seasons 
practising Being a R & R Fan 
from way back, their stuff is my 
favorite Once, inside, I noticed 
that practically everyone who 
cam<' got a table with no one up in 
lhe boondocks. The variety or 
wmes and prices wasn't too bad 
lheing a tea-totaller c? 1 and ac-
companying munchies were good 
too 
The show started and it consisted 
of the usual 2-45 minute sets. 
1-'rankt's voice Is still there after 11 
years together. Besides the 
Oldie's, they did some Simon & 
Garfunkel. Beatles, and others in a 
mce selection and manner. The 
second set around 11 :00 Cl think!) 
and they did a few more songs and 
punted - I believe they either 
couldn 'L 1 or wouldn 'l l do more 
rven at the intense table pounding 
nf us Tech1es - I seriously don't 
know what happened - ? 
Anyway, lhe evening was a lot or 
laughs and remmicing for many 
people The concert reached a 
select view and type of music fan; 
som<' criticism from some; praise 
from many I wonder what's 
c·nmmg for Spree Day! 
Cinematech and 
Spectrum Want You! 
by Robert Fried 
Many students complaln lbat the CIDema&eeh and Spectrum 
programs don't appeal to the average Tecble's taste so you students that 
don't like these programs, you can make these progtams more suitable to 
your taste by getting Involved. The Claematech and Spectrum com-
mittees are made up or students. Aay WPistudeal caa joia! All you have 
to do is go to the Office of Student Affatn: say that you want to join and 
then you are in. II you are too busy to work with either of these com-
mittees, the members of these committees would be more than happy to 
hear your suggestions and ideas. Of course we can't please everyone, but 
the more student input that we receive the more people we can please. II 
you have any suggestions, brine them to the Office of Student Affairs or 
put them in my mailbox <No. 806). 
The purpose of Cinema tech is to show highly acclaimed films which 
the average techie would otherwise never get the opportunity to see. 
Popular contemporary films are shown by Lens and Upta or your local 
movie theater. Some films shown by Clnemateeh give students a taste of 
other cullures. Clnematech also gives the WPI community a chance to 
see artistic as well as educational films. U you, like myseU, don't like 
artistic films, many other themes are pouible. We can even have a "film 
festival" or series for a particular actor, director, or producer. 
The Spectrum program was established to bring entertainment, 
culture, and intellectual enllghtment to the WPI community. Spectrum 
accomplishes this by bringlng us various types of music, (except rock 
music the social committee gets the rock concerts), drama, speakers. 
and many other types or programs . 
In both Spectrum and Clnematech the number of possibilities are 
great. Tf you have any Ideas, help us design a great program that will be 
of interest to most of the students. U you want to join or give suggestions, 
do it now , since we will make up next year's prosram in the very near 
rut ure 
Mr. Allen Downs, 1975, will present a public recital on 
Friday, May 3, at 3:00, in Alden Music Room for the com-
pletion of his Music Sufficiency. 
This recital will be ludged by thrHiudges and is open to 
the public. 
SPECTRUM PRESEITS: 
The lwan loran Kowacic Academic Chorus of Zacred UniYarsiiJ 
Monday night, Apnl 22, WPI 
Spectrum presenttd the Ivan 
Goran Kovacic Academic Chorus 
or Zagreb University, Yugoslavia. 
The chorus, foundtd in 1948, was 
named after a Yugoslavian poet 
who perished during the second 
world war. It playa an important 
part in the musical liCe of the 
University, which consists of 30000 
students, and the city or Zagreb, 
capital of the Croatlon republic and 
Yugoslavia's second largest city. 
As demonstrated in Its concert, the 
chorus has a rich and varied 
repertoire which includes many 
songs drawn from the folkloric 
heritage of the Yugoslavian 
people. 
Three sacred pieces by Jacobus 
Gallus 0550-1591> opened the 
program. The first two, "Ecce 
Quomodo" and "Ave Maria", were 
nothing special and I foresaw a 
mght of mediocre choral singing. 
However, my mind quickly 
changed. The third piece, "0 
Mors", was a powerful, well-
expressed contrapuntal won. 
The next three pieces were 
settings of old Slavonic churcll 
texts. " Hymn or PraiM", by 
Stevan Mokranjac ( 115&-1114), a 
Serbian compoeer who compoeed a 
monumental body of original 
spiritual music baled on 111cient 
folk melodies, had a slightly 
contemporary navor. 'lbe tricky 
rhythms were executed well, but 
the bus was heavy and the 
dynamics were sli&hUy overdone. 
· '0 Bleued Lord". by Bozidar 
Sirola ( 1889· 195e>. a Croation 
compoeer, was well done. ltopened 
w1th a fugue expos1tton which was 
nicely executed and contained 
several rhythm chanses which 
were well handled by the chorus. 
"Benedlclion'' , by Mokranjac, 
was, musically, the best of the 
first half. It was a piece of many 
moods. The dynamic contrasts 
were superb. and, once again, the 
chorus displayed 1ts good 
rhythmic sense. 
Next, the audience received a 
very vivid contrast through a 
secular work of Carl Orff Cb. 1895). 
"Catulll Carmina" uses a Roman 
text of the first century B.C. by 
Catullus, who idolized the Roman 
woman Claudia . The four 
movements each expose a dif· 
ferent emotion of the poet. 
Musically, the piece didn't strike 
me as being difficult, but it did 
strike me as being an absolute 
technical nightmare for a choral 
conductor! It was superbly 
executed. The difficult rhythms 
coupled with excellent diction gave 
the piece the crilp texture needed 
to bring a piece of this style across 
to an audience. 
The second half of the concert 
consiJted completely of leCUlar 
music bated on YugOilavian folk 
songs. The chorus came out 
dressed for the occasion with tbe 
girls wearing various colorful 
native dresses and the guys 
wearing open-collared shirts with 
red vests. 
" Three Folksongs from 
Medimur je" arranged by Vinlro 
Zganec ( b. 1890) opened the second 
half. zaanee has collected a large 
number of rout melodies and texts 
Beg!! 
Did you lose the WPI room Lottery? 
Do WPI room rates destroy your wallet? 
Do you want to save money? 
If your answer to an_y of the above is yes 
then you should contact: 
and was the hrst Croat ion to study 
and analyze the structure of these 
melodies using contemporary 
methods "October Has Come". 
the best or the three, was an 
clegalc composition which had a 
hea ut1fui opening ''What Has · 
Happened?" was done too fast for 
the chorus to handle. There isn't 
much to say about " Where are 
those Little Birds?" except that it 
was pleasant listening. 
" Four Folksongs from 
Dalmatia", traditional songs of the 
fishermen and shepherds or the 
Dalmation islands, adapted for 
m1xed chorus by the conductor, 
Dmko F1o, were next . The 
arrangements were simple but 
v.-ry effective. They t.ncompassed 
a wide range or moods - the 
tranquil " Morning Song of the 
Shepherd", the energetic " A 
Shepherd's Escapades with a 
Donkey", the expressive "Song of 
a Girl's Beauty and Modesty", and 
lhe carefree "Simply in Fun". The 
chorus gave the impression of an 
overwhelming sense of pride to the 
audience during these eonp and I 
don't blame them! 
Two works by Ivan Metetic-
Ronjgov C1111CH180>, wboR deep 
love for the folk singing and folk 
instruments of his native region, 
lstria, made him succesaful in 
capturing the unique singing style 
which utilited elements of 
atonality and dissonance 
characteristic of lstria and the 
northern Ctoation coast, foUowed. 
''You Will Weep" utilized soloists 
against a drone produced by tbe 
chorus's humming <which was 
Mole Industries, Inc. 
Since 1970 we have been renting furnished rooms to the WPI 
Community. We now have a good selection of double and single 
rooms available at three convenient locations on Dean and 
Wachusett Sts. Our rooms include use of money saving kitchen 
privileges where the only cook to complain about is yourself. We 
also have complete laundry facilities available. We oHer liberal 
discounts to all students. For more information contact: The 
Mole at 791-2177, after 5 p.m. or write: 
MOLE INDUSTRIES 
61 Wachusett St. 
Wore. 
- Equal Oppor1unlly Housing -
t'Uit SI\U:: Gil Ford Custom. V-8 
I<!ICS) . automatic, uc~ll~nt (;()INC; ()liT of ul1t~nc~ sal~. 
mtochanlul condition. WILL pass Sl~rt'O. hook . Ina lamp. candJH 
ln'ipM:lion. ( 'all 757-K Uill. Ar~r I - - th~ work~. ~f' 7-est at AETT. 3t 
;:;:1-MCII. Unn St. nr call 757-9927. Anytime. 
All stud~ts fortunate to 
have a room in StodUrd for 
the next academic yur, may 
apply for membership In ttM 
SLA (Stoddard Liberation 
Army) beginning Mlty 1, 1974. 
A mtmbenhlp form may be 
obtained upon remittance of a 
$5.00 applle~tlon '"· Write or 
penonally see John, Chair-
man of The Board, Box 2052 to 
get your form. Act now befon 
It's too late. 
qu1te nasal' 1. The bass solo1st was 
a little too overpowering for my 
hktng. 
What could easily have been the 
hest p1cce or the concert turned out 
to be a disappointment. "0 My 
Father" was mspired by a mining 
accident wh1ch left bereft a large 
number or women and children. It 
1s a children 's lament and is filled 
w1th the feeling of irreconciliable 
loss to tht brokenhearted children. 
It is obviously a very difficult piece 
to perform and requires the total 
concentration of both chorus and 
conductor. There were many good 
spots, but it was overdone. The 
tenors were excellent. the soprano 
soloist was good, and there were 
some very moving ensemble spota. 
However, the chorus was too 
overpowering in many sections 
and an overemphasis on rhythm 
caused other sections to lack 
emotion. The conductor tried a 
little too hard. 
" When People Dance the Kolo" 
!The Kolo is a circular folk dance 
common to all Yugoslavian 
peoples.l by Boris Papandopula 
lb. 1908l , a Croation compoeer, 
was inserted for effect. Un-
fortunately. in trying to achieve 
this effect, the tempo was taken a 
little too fast. 
My favorite piece or the second 
half was Emil Couetto's (b. una) 
"Ladarke". Cossetto iJ a Croation 
composer clole to the folk tradition 
who prefen to cboole themes 
characteristic of present day 
Yugoslavia. In accordance with 
ancient pagan cuatoma, girls 
called Ladarke walk through the 
\'lllage tn costumes singing .., 
performtng rttes or blessing -
ferti li ty on certain northera 
Croation holidays. A definlle 
change in the quality of ._ 
women's vo1ces was noticed • 
they chanted and droned the shlrJ. 
robust folk songs . The chor11 
really got into the piece and I f4l 
myseiC emphathizing with U. 
despite my lack of Yucoslavlla 
culture. 
The program ended w11 
"Macedonian Humoresque" lt 
Todor Skalovski (b. ltot), 1 
Macedonian composer who dl6 
c~ensively w1th folklore. -r... 
11eth century characteriatll 
pervaded the piece and it • 
pleasant listening. 
Despite impressions the.._ 
may have received olherwite r.. 
this review, there is only one ~ 
for th1s chorus- exceUeot!! ._ 
were the most professional ~ 
group I have ever seen. All m• 
was done from memory and ... 
of the forty-two pairs of eyes • 
intently fixed of the conductor 1 
every moment. Such eenaiUvilJII 
music I have never heud! 
rhythmic 1en1e wu abtol'*' 
impeccable - 1 hnve never htlll 
beUer - and their dynamic • 
sitivity was good <someUme~ 
much 10 as to overdo ce.UII• 
sections l. The tenor section 
little weak, but what ,chON!• 
doesn't have its problema'! 
hundred people enjoyed the 
cert, and, if you weren't 
them, shame on you! 
Sa Its personnel to sell the hottest item ever to hit the 
market! ••KE£P ON ~IREAKING" stickers odvtrtise4 
in National maga&ines and newsp~per. Thousands an4 
thousands af leads furn ished upon request. Retails for 
S04. Your cost 30. each in lots of twelve or mort. 
Send check or money order to: 
lateraatloaal Advertlahs t\Beacy 
3723 Cat .. eri•e Street 
Shreveport. Loaiai .. a 71109 
ZUERICH EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
Plans for the Spring 1176 WPI - ETH exchange program are 
made now. CFor information see Operational catalot 1W74- lf75, p. 
All students (preferably freshmen> who are Interested in pa~rtlclipaltiJII• 
this program should contact Prof. W. Egi.mann, AK •· ext. 
Students who have already talked with Prof. E~ann abOut 
program should apply ageln. 
Dr. E•••r• Teller S.••k• 
Ur. Edward Teller, world 
renowned nuclear physicist, will be 
in the Olin lecture hall Tuesday 
Ctoday > at 4:30 to speak on the 
development of enersy and 
resources in the United States and 
the rest of the world. The talk may 
be viewed by closed circuit TV 
from Daniels Lounge, HL 101, the 
ME student lounge, the library A V 
room, the physics library or 
Goddard 222 . 
Until 1939, he was absorbed by 
the pursuits of the theoretical 
physici!lt, but the ctiscovery of the 
fission process and the menace of 
Naz1 Germany drew him to wort 
on atomic explosives. 
A native of Budapest, Hungary, 
he received his university 
education 1n Germany and 
rece1ved his Ph D at University of 
Lc1pZJg tn 1930 After research and 
leaching in Gottingen, Copenhagen 
and London in the early 1930's, he 
came to the United States and was 
a professor of physics at 
Washington University from 
to 1941 . He became aU. S. cltiuo 
the latter years. 
His wartime assignments 
him from Columbla University 
the University of 
1952. Since then he hal 
University or California. 
World War II, Dr. Teller 
to work on nuclear 
because he felt the U. S. 
need advanced nuclear weapons 
s uccessfully oppose future 
Besides his significant 
tributions to developme 
fission explosives he also 
design the world's first hv11rn1,.. 
bomb He was a member of 
General Advisory Committee 
the U. S. Atomic Eneray 
mission from 195&-58, and helptd 
estabhsh the nation's 
weapons laboratory at L*'''"nmnr• 
and served as director from 1858 
1960. 
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SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS 
Offense Keys 
Engineer ~in 
byCy 
The WPI BasebaU Team played ~wo more games last week and they 
won one and lost one to bring their season record to 2-4. 
On Tuesday, the Englnees:a hosted American International College 
JDd were soundly drubbed !Hl. Nothing went right for WPI as their pit-
dling, hitting and defense aU failed. Mike Sundberg started on the mound 
11r the home team and was knocked out after giving up six runs. AIC 
,Mcher Mark Murphy allowed only t)vo sallies and was never In trouble. 
WPI traveled to Trinity on Friday and this time emerged victorious. 
ftle Engineer's offense rea.Uy came alive, led by Jim Cullinane, Bob 
~moo. Mike Sun~rg and George Klug. After falling behind 2-o, the 
tlaitors got on the board with one run in the fourth as Simon led off the 
~nin& with a single and waalater plated by Klug. In the next inning, the 
llliJleera got four runs as Simon doubled to drive in one run and Sund-
..,. tripled to knock in two more. 
WPI added four more runs in the sixth and seventh and carried a 9-2 
llld into the ninth i.nni.ne· Trinity erupted for four runs io the bottom of 
te ninth but the Engineers held on for a H victory. Freshman Paul 
JalephiOD went the distance on the mound for the winners and looked real 
IUrp unW he tired in the ninth. Josephson has both of the team's wins to 
all credit and wUl now probably remain a regular starter. WPI's defense 
t~~stiU not sharp, however, and it muat improve if the team wants to win 
Ill)' of the tough games they have ahead of them. 
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Softball 
by Steve Pratt 
The intramural softball season is 
alf to a good start this spring. The 
ltrong teams are showing their 
lllents with dec1sive victories over 
the weaker and leuer experienced 
tams. This year, certain in· 
dependent teams have shown good 
IIOISe and could have successful 
IC!Uons. 
In League "A" SAE No. 1 seems 
to be the favorite. There doesn't 
look to be another team in the 
league which can challenge them . 
FIJI has gone undefeated and 
looks very impressive in League 
'8". They recently beat the KAP 
14-4. The J1ts, Gladstone, and Tit 
lbt mdependent team 1 all have a 
IIOod chance at a .500 season. 
Iague "C" contains the two 
PDWerhouses and semi·finalists of 
last year's playoffs, Lambda Chi 
Netters 
Drop Two 
by PUGS 
The WPI Varsity Tennis teams 
lost two more matches thls week to 
Springfield College and Coast 
Guard by identical scores of 9-0. So 
far this year, the squad has a 
record of D-4, with 2 rainouts thus 
far. In match play, the team record 
IS 0-36 indicating much inex-
penence. Consistency is the key 
problem for the netters, as teams 
that look no better than the 
Engineers win simply because 
they keep the ball in play for a 
longer period of time. Coach King's 
netmen will be looking for their 
first points on Tuesday vs. Clark, 
and then on Saturday vs. RPI. 
On a brighter note, the WPI JV 
teams then split matches beating 
Worcester Junior College 8-1 on 
Thursday, and then losing a very 
close match to Clark's JV team 5-4. 
f!'or the JV netters, Mark Iam-
petro, George Ranney, and 
newcomer Glen Fraser have 
played weU . The team's next op-
ponent is Dean Junior College on 
Monday. 
and Sig Ep. oerending champs, 
l.ambda Chi has had no trouble 
with the opposition as has Sig Ep. 
Lambda Cht has beaten the Cavs 
11-o and PTG <ROTC> 24-4. Sig Ep 
trounced the Snack Bar Sluggers 
:l4·2 and DST No. 1 IG-2. 
Over all it looks to be an exciting 
second half or the season, which 
will probably go right down to the 
wtre. 
xpert instruetiPn ill tJ 
1£en1£ hil/1 ot- Ver111ont 
Dorm Style Lodging •nd All Meals 
July 7-27 - $450- Limited Enrollment 
Write - THE MIND'S EYE WORKSHOP 
Chateau Ecole, Pittsford, Vt. 05763 
Tom Mc:Aiooe brolle Ole ..:ltoel record Ia Ute ,..e vaalt wttlla Jump ol 
13 ft. la the meet atalaat MIT. <Hatch) 
Trackmen Boast 
8 - 2 Record bychn.Keeua 
The track team traveled'to New 
lAndon, Conn. on Tuesday to meet 
the Coast Guard Academy and 
Soulheastern Massachusetts 
University. It was a long day for 
W.P.I . as the team lost to both 
opponents after a very close meet. 
It was a disappointing per-
ronnance by the team, since they 
felt that W.P.I . had the strength to 
defeat at least one of the op-
ponents. There were two double 
winners for the squad in the losing 
cause, Bill Komm won the hammer 
and javelin throws while Bob Doole 
took first in the long and triple 
JUmps. 
On Saturday the team met M.L T. 
on Alumni field in a meet whlch 
was a must wm for Tech. It was a 
very close meet, but in the end 
W. P .I .'a superior depth made the 
difference. The team was able to 
Events 1st 2nd 
score in every event while taking 
at least a second in every event 
except one. The enUre team put out 
a great performance in this true 
team victory. The meet was 
highligtlted by Tom McAloon's 
vault of 13'0'' in the pole vault. This 
was the winning jump and set a 
new school record for W.P.I . 
breaking the old record of 12'9'h" 
by Desha Beamer. The victory for 
the squad was paced by strons 
perfonnances in the 100, 880 and 
triple jump. 
On Tuesday the team wiU travel 
to Medford to meet Tufts 
University. This will be a very 
tough meet for them and will be 
crucial to the success of the team 
this year. The results of last week's 
meets are as follows: <???????? 
NO MORE JNVO??? ??l 
3rd Tlmt-Dist. 
Hammer Pearson (MIT) Komm (WPI) Lundberg (MIT) tsa-2 
Lontt Jump Donie (WPI) Kusmenko (MIT)Sundtrlln (WPI) 21' 7" 
Shot Put L .. (WPI) Hunter (MIT) Chabot (WPI) 46'10" 
440 Relay MIT WPI 44.1 
Mile Brlftt (WPI) Baerman (MIT) Richardson (MIT) 4:2t.f 
Javelin Komm (WPI) arafMioll (WPI) Hunter (MIT) 211' lt'' 
120 H.H. OkiM (MIT) WisiOI'I {MIT) Fihgerald (WPI) 15.6 
Triple Jump Sunder1in (WPI) McKernie (WPI) KoziMMo (MIT) 4t' It'll" 
440 Lotwens (WPI) Ctlyfth (MIT) Ny .. arct (WPI) 50.7 
100 Smith (WPI) Hatdl {WPI) WilkH (MIT) 10.4 fMo Keenan (WPI) Hallquis1 (WPI) Brlft$ (WPI) 1:56.3 
High Jump Howe tWPI) Gibbons {MIT) WilkH (MIT) 6't'' 
220 Wilkes (MIT) Silva (WPI) Hatdl (WPI) 22.6 
441 IH OkiM (MITl Weber (WPI) Wessom (MIT) U .f 
Discus D. Grasso (MIT) S'*-r ( WPI) PNMft (MIT) 134' 6" 
2 mile Ricl\a!Wson (MITWnek {WPIJ CeriMft (MIT) f:ll.7 
Pole Vautt McAloon (WPI) Williams (MIT) Nyland (MIT l3' t'' 
Mile Relay WPI 3:27.5 
( KM111n, Nygaard, 
OWet~s. Hallquist) 
Upcominc 
Sports Etents 
WedneSday , May l 
Varsity Tractvs. Tufts - Away - 3:30p.m. 
• 
J . V.Baseball vs. Holy Cross - Away - 3:30p.m. 
Thursday, May 2 
Vanity Baseball vs. Clark - Home - 3:00 p .m . 
Varsity Golf vs. NEIGA 
Friday, May 3 
J . V. Baseball vs. Leicester Jr.- Away - 3:3> 
p.m . 
I 
J. V. Tennis vs. Worcester Academy - Away -
3:30p.m. 
Saturday, May 4 
Crew Club in Rusty Callow Regatta - Lake 
Varsity Baseball vs. USCG A - Away - 1:00 p .m . 
Varsity Track vs. Middlebury, Nichols - Home 
- 2:00p.m. 
Varsity Tennis vs. RPI - Home - 2:00p.m. 
I 
Crew Team 
Splits 
by Dan 
Last Wednesday the Worcester 
C1ty Championship was held on 
Lake Quinsigamond. There was a 
strong tailwind making for fast 
limes but rough water. W.P .l. 
dominated the races winning 3 out 
nf 4 heats. 
The heavy weight race was close 
for aboutiOO meters, then W.P .l . 
!!lowly pulled ahead and, with the 
final spirit, won ·by a length over 
Holy Cross. 
The record variety of W.P.I. was 
also able to win their race. After a 
very good start W.P .I. just walked 
past Holy Croa and fmlahed two 
lengths ahead or them . 
The freshmen had a bad day 
losing to Holy Cross by a length . 
However, during the week the Holy 
Cross freshmen were beating their 
J.V.'s so we just ran into strong 
opposition. 
On Saturday the crew team went 
lo Poughkeepsie for the 
President's CUp. There wu some 
very strong competition feat\lina 
Trinity, St. Joeepb'a CoUeae and 
Marist. The w~er conditloos were 
ideal but the heavy-weiehta were 
only able to take fifth, whUe the 
record variety was four aa was the 
freshmen. 
Lacrosse 
Rolls 
by Jolin M. 
Those able to witness the 
Saturday match were treated to a 
fane example or control finesse 
lacrosse as the WPI Lacrosse Club, 
paced by Ron Chan's fine goals and 
a well balanced scoring attach, 
upped its record to 2-3 Salladay in 
a convincing 14--3 victory over an 
inexperienced AsswnpUon squad. 
It is hoped the win will give WPI 
a needed psycholocical lift after its 
18-2 loss to Mass Maritime on 
Tuesday. 
The rest of the scoring went u 
follows: Smokey Bill Frazier, 
Warren DeShon, and Jobn Lord -
2 goals apiece; Glen Wallen, Joe 
Buzowski and Bob Frair - 1 goal 
apiece. 
The Lacroue Team has a home 
game on Saturday, May 4 qaiut 
Brandeis at 11 a.m. 'Jbia ia an 
opportunity to witnee~ a truly 
excitinl sport which ia up and 
coming at WPI. 
to aao&Hr will. (lbkll). 
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College Recn~iting Practices 
by KayJosUa 
<CPS> - Telephone campaigns, direct mail 
barrages, radio and television spots, traveling 
recruiting vans and par.tles - increasingly the 
targets for advertising campaigns like these are 
students and the product is higher education. 
To "sell " a particular school to students has 
become almost a mandatory ta.sk for schools that fact 
static enrollments, empty classrooms and dor-
mitories. and tight budgets. 
The fmancial state at some schools bas been 
desperate enough to turn admissions officers into the 
·•salesmen of the university," acc<~niing 'to The 
( 'hronide of Higher Education Or, if the admissions 
officer is not allracting enough students, a new breed 
of sales entrepreneur has been engaged at some 
schools: the professional coJJege recruiter. For a fee 
the recruiting company will represent a school and 
try to recruit students, using traditional and not-so-
traditional sales methods . 
To lure more students has become a matter of 
:-;urvival. especially for private colleges that d~pend 
un tuition lo cover most of their operating costs. 
While falll973 enrollment in the public sector gained, 
the private sector enrollment declined by one per-
t·ent. lhe lirst decline in thirty years, according to the 
IJS Office of Education. In 1!172-73 there were 29 
reported closings, seven mergers and six transfers of 
private institutions to public ownership. Although fall 
1974 enrollment in all institutions rose 3.9 per cent 
nver 1972. lhe Office of Education had predicted it 
would rise twice that much. 
The need to actively recruit students came as an 
unforeseen blow after the 1960's wheo enrollment 
were burgeoning. Among educators there has been 
concern about the ethics of recruiting- that students 
will be considered as sales objects. As one educator 
put il. according to Change magazine. "beyond a 
certain point the pragmatic profit motive becomes 
unacceptable in admissions and the general college 
environment." There has also been concern that 
recruiters will come to control the quality of the 
student body as well as the admissions standards, 
and lhat they may do away with the jobs of college 
admissions officers. 
Despite reservations among the academic com· 
munity, the admissions recruiting field has been 
lucrative, according to Change. - A Boston firm, 
represen~ing several New England schools, works for 
a retainer fee of $5000 per year and $100 for each 
student after len students have been· recruited by the 
!irm. 
A Denver recruiting firm bas grown so much In the 
last three years that the staff has increased almost 
tenfold. One of the firm 's clients is the Colorado 
School of Mines which has a state mandate to in· 
crease enrollmeot. The finn also proV'i.:Jes ad-
vertising, promotional and fund raising services to 
other colleges. A California firm recruits foreign 
students at a commission of 25 per cent of the total 
tuition. 
Most recruiting companies rely on massive direct 
mail advertising and telephone follow-ups . But some 
recruiters travel to high schools and colleges around 
lhe country m vans equipped with promotional 
material Some even try to ''sell" colleges they have 
never seen. 
Some sales practices considered unethical include 
tuition rebates. that is waiving aU or part of a 
student's tuition if the student gets someone to enroll 
at his or her college. Other tact.k:s include pressur,ing 
students to transfer to other schools and pressuring 
them to choose a college before they have heard from 
other colleges to . which they have applied. Some 
recruiters have been known to misrepresent the 
schools they work for through exaggerations, partial 
truths and plain lies. 
Some admissions offices have their own methods 
for attracting students. Lately New York University 
has lelepboned and sent glossy color catalogs to 
everyone who has applied and sent the fee. Adelphi 
University has mailed letters to every student who 
has expressed an interest in the school. Mississippi 
Slate has used promotional tape recordings on which 
students testify that the school is " groovy" and "with 
il." while rock music plays in the background. 
AI smaJier schools, even presidents have par· 
ticipated m recruiting efforts. Some have phoned all 
likely freshmen applicants or held conferences to 
which promising applicants are invited. 
The ~·rrst New England Youth Fair was held last 
year in Boston and nearby institutions set up booths 
lo promote the offerings oftheir schools. · 
Some eastern institutions have spent thousands of 
dollars on color supplements in the Sunday New York 
Timrs. The Timf'5 ran an ad for itself directed at 
admissions directors reading: "Are you filling your 
summer quotas? Or interviewing for fall enroll· 
mcnts? Get results by advertising in the New York 
Timt''\." 
This 
Week: 
Seniors Rap The Tute, page 1 
Pub Proposal, page 2 , 
Class Election Results, paae 4 J 
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